WSUS33 KKCI 072355
SIGW
MKCW WST 072355
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 80W
VALID UNTIL 0155Z
MT ID OR FROM 30N GTF-40SW LWT-LKT-30NNE BKE-30N GTF AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 23030KT. TOPS TO FL370.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 81W
VALID UNTIL 0155Z
ID CA OR FROM 40NW DNJ-30NE DNJ-70SSW LKV-40S DSD-40NW DNJ AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 23025KT. TOPS TO FL360.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 82W
VALID UNTIL 0155Z
UT NV FROM 40NW BVL-50SE DTA-40SE BCE-40NW BTY-40NW BVL AREA EMBD TS MOV LTL. TOPS ABV FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 83W
VALID UNTIL 0155Z
MT WY FROM 20SE GGW-20SSW SHR-BOY-20WNW BOY-50ENE LWT-20SE GGW AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 24030KT. TOPS TO FL330.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 84W
VALID UNTIL 0155Z
CO NM UT FROM 30WSW DEN-70ESE RSK-40SSE HVE-30WSW DEN AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 04005KT. TOPS TO FL430.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 85W
VALID UNTIL 0155Z
WY ID FROM 30S JAC-50WSW BPI-40W MLD-20SW PIH-30S JAC AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 23020KT. TOPS TO FL350.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 86W
VALID UNTIL 0155Z
ND NV CA OR FROM 50SW DNJ-50SSE BOI-80NNE FMG-70SSW LKV-50SW DNJ AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 22020KT. TOPS TO FL370.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 87W
VALID UNTIL 0155Z
NV CA FROM 80S LKV-80NNE FMG-60WSW ELY-50ENE EHF-40NNE EHF-80S LKV AREA EMBD TS MOV LTL. TOPS TO FL390.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 88W
VALID UNTIL 0155Z
AZ UT NV FROM 30SSE BCE-50E PGS-20WSW PGS-50ENE LAS-30SSE BCE AREA EMBD TS MOV LTL. TOPS TO FL400.
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 89W
VALID UNTIL 0155Z
MT ID
FROM 50ENE DLN-30NW JAC-40WSW DBS-20ESE LKT-50ENE DLN
AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 24025KT. TOPS TO FL330.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 90W
VALID UNTIL 0155Z
NV CA
FROM 40ESE BTY-30NW LAS-40WSW LAS-40SE BTY-40ESE BTY
DMSHG AREA TS MOV LTL. TOPS TO FL380.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 91W
VALID UNTIL 0155Z
UT NV
FROM 50SE TWF-50NW ELY-20WSW BAM-30NNW BAM-50SE TWF
AREA TS MOV LTL. TOPS TO FL370.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 92W
VALID UNTIL 0155Z
NM AZ UT
FROM 60NNE TBC-60SW RSK-40ENE TBC-50N TBC-60NNE TBC
AREA EMBD TS MOV LTL. TOPS TO FL390.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 93W
VALID UNTIL 0155Z
AZ
FROM 20ESE BZA-80ESE BZA-60WSW TUS-20SSE BZA-20ESE BZA
AREA TS MOV FROM 11015KT. TOPS ABV FL450.

OUTLOOK VALID 080155-080555
FROM FCA-MLS-30E FTI-30ESE MZB-60WNW OED-FCA
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

WSUS33 KKCI 080055
SIGW
MKCW WST 080055
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 1W
VALID UNTIL 0255Z
MT
FROM 40SSW HVR-20SSE LWT-60NNW DLN-60SE FCA-40SSW HVR
AREA SEV EMBD TS MOV FROM 24030KT. TOPS TO FL330.
WIND GUSTS TO 50KT POSS.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 2W
VALID UNTIL 0255Z
ID OR
FROM 60NNW LKT-20NE BOI-30WNW LKV-30SW DSD-60NNW LKT
AREA SEV EMBD TS MOV FROM 24030KT. TOPS TO FL340.
WIND GUSTS TO 50KT POSS.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 3W
VALID UNTIL 0255Z
UT NV
FROM 50NNW ELY-50SE DTA-40SE BCE-40NW BTY-50NNW ELY
AREA EMBD TS MOV LTL. TOPS TO FL400.
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 4W
VALID UNTIL 0255Z
MT
FROM 60ENE GGW-60WSW ISN-40ENE SHR-30NW SHR-20NNW GGW-60ENE GGW
AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 25030KT. TOPS TO FL310.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 5W
VALID UNTIL 0255Z
CO NM
FROM 40W DEN-70NNE ABQ-20W RSK-40W DEN
AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 04005KT. TOPS TO FL430.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 6W
VALID UNTIL 0255Z
WY ID
FROM 30S JAC-30W BPI-20NE MLD-20SW PIH-30S JAC
AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 25020KT. TOPS TO FL330.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 7W
VALID UNTIL 0255Z
ID NV CA OR
FROM 20WNW BOI-20N TWF-40N FMG-20NNE LKV-20WNW BOI
AREA SEV EMBD TS MOV FROM 22020KT. TOPS TO FL360.
WIND GUSTS TO 50KT POSS.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 8W
VALID UNTIL 0255Z
NV CA
FROM 40SSW BAM-60WSW ELY-50ENE EHF-40NNE EHF-60SSW FMG-40SSW BAM
AREA EMBD TS MOV LTL. TOPS TO FL370.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 9W
VALID UNTIL 0255Z
AZ UT NV
FROM 60WSW BCE-30SSE BCE-20SE PGS-40SE LAS-60WSW BCE
AREA EMBD TS MOV LTL. TOPS TO FL440.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 10W
VALID UNTIL 0255Z
MT WY ID
FROM 70WSW BIL-20N JAC-20SSW DBS-40E DLN-70WSW BIL
AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 24025KT. TOPS TO FL330.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 11W
VALID UNTIL 0255Z
NV CA
FROM 40WNW LAS-20WNW LAS-20WSW LAS-40WSW LAS-40WNW LAS
AREA EMBD TS MOV LTL. TOPS ABV FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 12W
VALID UNTIL 0255Z
UT NV
FROM 50SE TWF-50NW ELY-20WSW BAM-30NNW BAM-50SE TWF
AREA EMBD TS MOV LTL. TOPS TO FL320.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 13W
VALID UNTIL 0255Z
AZ UT
FROM 60NNE TBC-60ENE TBC-20ENE TBC-30N TBC-60NNE TBC
AREA EMBD TS MOV LTL. TOPS TO FL400.

OUTLOOK VALID 080255-080655
FROM FCA-MLS-30E FTL-30ESE MZB-60WNW OED-FCA
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

WSUS33 KKCI 080155
SIGW
MKCW WST 080155
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 14W
VALID UNTIL 0355Z
ID OR
FROM 50NW LKT-60W DBS-20SW REO-40SSE DSD-50NW LKT
AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 24030KT. TOPS TO FL330.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 15W
VALID UNTIL 0355Z
UT NV
FROM 30NNE ELY-40NE ILC-70NNE LAS-20NNW BTY-30NNE ELY
AREA EMBD TS MOV LTL. TOPS TO FL380.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 16W
VALID UNTIL 0355Z
MT
FROM 30NE GGW-50ENE GGW-30WSW ISN-MLS-20WSW LWT-30NE GGW
AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 25030KT. TOPS TO FL320.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 17W
VALID UNTIL 0355Z
UT ID NV OR
FROM 60N TWF-40NE BVL-30ENE FMG-70SSE LKV-60N TWF
AREA SEV EMBD TS MOV FROM 22020KT. TOPS TO FL360.
WIND GUSTS TO 50KT POSS.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 18W
VALID UNTIL 0355Z
NV CA
FROM 40SW BAM-60WSW ELY-50ENE EHF-40NNE EHF-20SW FMG-40SW BAM
AREA EMBD TS MOV LTL. TOPS TO FL390.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 19W
VALID UNTIL 0355Z
AZ UT
FROM 20ENE BCE-20NNE PGS-30WNW PGS-70SW BCE-20ENE BCE
AREA EMBD TS MOV LTL. TOPS TO FL440.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 20W
VALID UNTIL 0355Z
MT WY
FROM 60W BIL-60SSW BIL-30NNW JAC-70NE DBS-60W BIL
AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 24025KT. TOPS TO FL320.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 21W
VALID UNTIL 0355Z
CO NM
FROM 20NE HBU−50E HBU−70ESE RSK−20SE RSK−20NE HBU
DMSHG AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 01005KT. TOPS TO FL330.

OUTLOOK VALID 080355−080755
FROM ISN−60WNW FTI−30ESE MZB−60WNW OED−FCA−ISN
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

WSUS33 KKCI 080255
SIGW
MKCW WST 080255
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 22W
VALID UNTIL 0455Z
MT ID OR
FROM 50N LKT−20SSW DLN−50SW REO−40WSW BKE−50N LKT
AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 24040KT. TOPS TO FL320.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 23W
VALID UNTIL 0455Z
ID NV OR
FROM 50NNW TWF−50NNW BVL−40NE FMG−60SE LKV−50NNW TWF
AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 24030KT. TOPS TO FL340.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 24W
VALID UNTIL 0455Z
ND MT
FROM 50NW ISN−30NE ISN−30SW ISN−50E LWT−20E HVR−50NW ISN
AREA SEV EMBD TS MOV FROM 25040KT. TOPS TO FL320.
WIND GUSTS TO 50KT POSS.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 25W
VALID UNTIL 0455Z
NV CA
FROM 40SW BAM−30NNE ILC−40NE BTY−60E CZQ−20SSW FMG−40SW BAM
AREA EMBD TS MOV LTL. TOPS TO FL340.

OUTLOOK VALID 080455−080855
FROM ISN−60WNW FTI−30ESE MZB−60WNW OED−FCA−ISN
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

WSUS33 KKCI 080355
SIGW
MKCW WST 080355
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 26W
VALID UNTIL 0555Z
MT ID OR
FROM 30NNE LKT−30ESE DLN−70NNE TWF−30SW BKE−30NNE LKT
AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 24040KT. TOPS TO FL330.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 27W
VALID UNTIL 0555Z
ID NV OR
FROM 50NW REO−20E TWF−50SSE TWF−60ENE FMG−50NW REO
AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 24030KT. TOPS TO FL360.
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 28W
VALID UNTIL 0555Z
ND MT
FROM 60NW ISN-40NW MOT-50ESE ISN-50S ISN-60E GGW-60NW ISN
AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 27040KT. TOPS TO FL340.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 29W
VALID UNTIL 0555Z
NV CA
FROM 20WSW BAM-80WSW ELY-40NNE BTY-60E CZQ-30SSE FMG-20WSW BAM
AREA EMBD TS MOV LTL. TOPS TO FL370.

OUTLOOK VALID 080555-080955
FROM ISN-60WNW FTI-30ESE MZB-60WNW OED-FCA-ISON
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

WSUS33 KKCI 080455
SIGW
MKCW WST 080455
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 30W
VALID UNTIL 0655Z
MT ID NV CA OR
FROM 30NNW DLN-50N BTY-60SSW OAL-30E FMG-40ENE BKE-30NNW DLN
AREA TS MOV LTL. TOPS TO FL350.

OUTLOOK VALID 080655-081055
TS ARE NOT EXPD TO REQUIRE WST ISSUANCES.

WSUS33 KKCI 080555
SIGW
MKCW WST 080555
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 31W
VALID UNTIL 0755Z
NV
FROM 20N BAM-80S BAM-50E FMG-50W BAM-20N BAM
AREA TS MOV LTL. TOPS TO FL350.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 32W
VALID UNTIL 0755Z
MT
FROM 60NW GGW-60NE GGW-20SSE GGW-40WSW GGW-60NW GGW
AREA EMBD TS MOV LTL. TOPS TO FL330.

OUTLOOK VALID 080755-081155
TS ARE NOT EXPD TO REQUIRE WST ISSUANCES.

WSUS33 KKCI 080655
SIGW
MKCW WST 080655
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 33W
VALID UNTIL 0855Z
NV CA
FROM 40W OAL-30ESE OAL-10W BTY-60E CZQ-40W OAL
AREA TS MOV LTL. TOPS TO FL350.
OUTLOOK VALID 080855-081255
TS ARE NOT EXPD TO REQUIRE WST ISSUANCES.

WSUS33 KKCI 080755
SIGW
MKCW WST 080755
CONVECTIVE SIGMET...NONE

OUTLOOK VALID 080955-081355
TS ARE NOT EXPD TO REQUIRE WST ISSUANCES.

WSUS33 KKCI 080855
SIGW
MKCW WST 080855
CONVECTIVE SIGMET...NONE

OUTLOOK VALID 081055-081455
TS ARE NOT EXPD TO REQUIRE WST ISSUANCES.

WSUS33 KKCI 080955
SIGW
MKCW WST 080955
CONVECTIVE SIGMET...NONE

OUTLOOK VALID 081155-081555
TS ARE NOT EXPD TO REQUIRE WST ISSUANCES.

WSUS33 KKCI 081055
SIGW
MKCW WST 081055
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 34W
VALID UNTIL 1255Z
NV CA
FROM 10N BTY-40SE HEC-40SW HEC-40W BTY-10N BTY
AREA TS MOV FROM 11015KT. TOPS TO FL410.

OUTLOOK VALID 081255-081655
TS ARE NOT EXPD TO REQUIRE WST ISSUANCES.